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INT. KB’S PARENTS’ HOUSE (LIVING ROOM) - DAY/NIGHT

TITLE: EVERY. SINGLE. DAY.

KB (36) and JUSTIN (39) sit browsing on their iPad/laptop 
while GREY (4 MONTHS) quietly sleeps in her bassinet.

Just off the living room, KB’s father, ADAM (60s), sits at 
the kitchen table playing a game of poker on his phone.

After a long beat of silence, Grey CRIES.

ADAM
(without looking up)

Uh, oh. I think someone is hungry.

KITCHEN

KB, Justin, Adam, and KB’s mother, SOPHIE (60s), sit around 
the table eating breakfast while Grey sits in a swing beside 
them. After a beat, Grey GRUNTS.

SOPHIE
She’s hungry.

BEDROOM

KB, Justin, and Grey sleep soundly in the middle of the 
night. After a beat, Grey stirs and lets out a quiet WHINE.

Neither KB nor Justin move a muscle, but--

SOPHIE (O.S.)
You’re going to feed her, right?

STAIRWELL

Adam walks down the stairs as Justin carries Grey up the 
stairs. As they pass each other, Grey FARTS.

ADAM
I’m telling you, she’s starving.

LIVING ROOM

KB, Justin, and Sophie sit watching TV. Grey COUGHS.

SOPHIE
Honestly, you’re not feeding her 
enough.



KITCHEN

KB, Justin, and Adam drink coffee in silence while they each 
read different sections of the newspaper.

Grey, who is strapped to KB’s chest in a BabyBjörn, stares 
off into space in complete silence. After a beat--

ADAM
She needs food.

KB
She didn’t even make a sound!

ADAM
Not yet she didn’t. But she will 
soon because she’s hungry.

LIVING ROOM

KB sits on the couch breastfeeding Grey; across from her, 
Sophie watches TV. KB finishes feeding Grey and BURPS her.

SOPHIE
She’s hun--

KB
She literally ate two seconds ago.

SOPHIE
She wants more.

EXT. KB’S PARENTS’ HOUSE (DRIVEWAY) - DAY

Justin pushes Grey in a stroller and walks MR. FABULOUS on a 
leash as he prepares to take them on a walk.

As he approaches the sidewalk, Adam pulls into the driveway 
with his window down. At that exact moment, Grey COOS.

ADAM
(passing, out car window)

I’d feed her before you leave.
(beat)

Mr. Fabulous looks hungry, too.

Justin pauses for a beat as he bites his tongue. Finally, he 
shakes his head, and then continues on the walk.

THE END
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